We propose and consider a secure printing system for the distributed printing of documents and images over the World Wide Web. This system enables secure sharing, commerce, and collaboration using images and documents. The main feature o f the system is that it allows a user authorized through an authentication mechanism to preview and print selected d o cuments and images. The user can then print a certain number of hardcopies, based on an agreed payment. The security of the system resides in an aggregate of communication protocols, smartcard t e chnologies, and cryptographic algorithms. The system prevents eavesdropping so that people who intercept the communication cannot generate copies of the document.
Introduction
Distributed computer systems such as the World Wide Web are excellent v ehicles for the timely dissemination of documents and images over broad geographical areas. For example, documents and images may be shared among multiple o ces of an organization in di erent cities. In this situation, the documents and images can be stored in a central repository, where they can be managed and updated easily. Users can access the repository via a computer network and obtain the desired hardcopies immediately. One of the primary considerations in the successful implementation of such a system is the pervasive security measures that protect the documents from unauthorized use.
In another possible scenario, a merchant is selling valuable images and documents over the Internet. In this case, not only do we need a secure way of delivering the material over the network, we also require a secure mechanism to control the number of hardcopies generated by a speci c user. Our secure printing system solves both problems, and can therefore be interpreted as a mechanism for providing a pay-per-print" service.
In this paper, we consider a secure printing system that protects the documents and images all the way from the server to the printer, so that users can be identi ed and authenticated before gaining access to a visibly watermarked document for previewing and selection purposes, a clean document without a visible watermark that is intercepted during transmission cannot be printed by an unauthorized user or printer, and the authorized user can only print the numberof copies speci ed by the document server.
The security in our system resides in an aggregate of a secure communication protocol, smartcard technologies 1, 2 , and the computational infeasibility o f breaking a public key cryptographic system 3, 4, 5 .
Secure devices have been designed in the past to perform some of the same functions as our secure printing system, although they all di er to some extent. Furthermore, the devices were not designed with an emphasis on secure printing. Chen and Wang propose a system based on shared secret keys to establish mutual authentication and secured communications across an open network 6 . Other user authentication techniques have been proposed that require the user or smartcard and the network to possess the same secret key for encryption and decryption 7, 8 . Our scheme uses a public key encryption technique 5 to protect the communication, so the private decryption key does not need to be known by a second party. Finally, our approach, which applies to the transfer and printing of documents, includes monitoring and acknowledging the printer operation, as well as limiting the number of copies printed. General communications schemes do not include such tasks. A secure printing system for sharing documents and images over the Internet, so that hardcopies can be generated in a secure and controlled manner. This system can also serve a s a m e c hanism for a payper-print" service.
2 Secure Printing System Figure 1 shows a secure printing system that allows an authorized user to select and generate hardcopies in a controlled manner. The number of hardcopies that a user is permitted to generate is dependent on the agreement b e t w een the user and the document o wner. This can be thought of as a type of pay-per-print" service.
We have highlighted in Figure 1 the secure algorithm module inside the secure printer. The security of the system is fundamentally based on the secrecy of certain cryptographic keys. The required cryptographic keys reside in the secure algorithm module inside the secure printer, and cannot be accessed from outside it.
Our secure printing system consists of the following four major steps: user sign-on and veri cation document selection and payment negotiation document delivery and printing, client a c knowledgment to server.
The communication steps that occur in a typical printing session using our secure printing system are represented graphically in Figure 2. 
User Sign-on and Veri cation
To accomplish a pay-per-print" service for documents and images over the Internet, we w ant to design the system so that any user can sign on to the system server without having to establish a pre-existing account. This can be accomplished with a smartcard that plugs into a slot in the secure printer, together with an authentication protocol. One reason that we require a smartcard is that it prevents someone from using purely software to imitate the communication protocol of the secure printing system, thereby gaining unlimited access to the content, as well as the ability to generate unlimited hardcopies. Let fD; E g denote the encryption and decryption functions of a public key encryption algorithm, respectively. The printer is authenticated through the use of a smartcard which implements a public key encryption algorithm. A smartcard user A inserts the card into a slot on the printer. Once a card is inserted, the printer becomes active" and takes on the identity of the user A. The server can verify that A is a v alid user through the validity of a public key K A . Once the public key K A has been veri ed as a valid smartcard key, the server proceeds to authenticate the identity of the user.
Because the list of all public keys is available as Note that the decryption procedure is performed within the smartcard, so that the private decryption key will never need to be revealed outside of the smartcard. This adds another level of security to the printing system.
Document Selection and Payment Negotiation
It is evident that a pay-per-print" system must allow the user to preview the documents that are available on a server. One important feature of our system is that the server obtains a low resolution version of the document and adds a visible watermark 9, 10, 1 1 to it before transmitting to the user for preview and selection. The visible watermark and the small image size distinguish this preview document from the high 0-8186-8821-1/98 $10.00 Copyright 1998 IEEE quality original, and discourage the user from simply printing the preview document from the screen without payment.
Secure Document Delivery
After user A has agreed to pay for n copies of a speci c document X, the high quality electronic document without a visible watermark must be transmitted to the trusted" printer. To this end, the server encrypts the document and the permitted number of copies n using the public key K A , and sends the result Y = E KA n; X to the printer. Even if the data transmission is intercepted, an eavesdropper will not be able to generate high quality copies without knowing the decryption key K 0 A . Upon receiving Y , the printer streams the data to the smartcard, where it is decrypted using the private decryption key, recovering n and X. The printer then proceeds to print n copies of X. Since n the number of copies is also encrypted, it cannot be changed. The secure printer will therefore only print the number of copies authorized by the server. It is also not possible for user A to redirect the bit stream Y to an ordinary printer and generate hardcopies there, since the private decryption key is known only to the smartcard.
It is well known that the computational complexity of public key cryptographic systems is generally much higher than secret key systems with a similar level of security. Public key systems are therefore much slower than secret key systems. There are methods for improving on the speed of the system using combined public secret key systems. Two approaches in this direction are described in 12 .
Content Rendering
After decryption, the printer must render the document to generate high quality hardcopies, i.e., perform steps such as scaling, color correction and halftoning. Since the characteristics of printers vary a great deal, the optimum halftoning method depends on a variety of printer parameters such as print resolution 13 . As a result, the content provider is unlikely to send a prerendered document to the printer. Furthermore, the architectural design of printers also varies. In some printer designs, the rendering is performed inside the printer. In other designs, rendering is performed in a software module in a host computer; the printer simply performs the physical task of putting dots on paper according to the result produced by the host software. In our secure printing system, rendering must be performed inside the printer, so that the rendered data cannot be diverted to an insecure printer.
The optimum rendering strategy depends on the method by which the document w as created. A t ypical document can contain various combinations of text, images and graphics. The optimum rendering algorithm for each of these data types text, images or graphics is usually distinct. For example, graphics are best rendered with vivid, high saturation color, and scattered-dot halftone 14 . Images, on the other hand, should be rendered with screen-matching color, and perhaps an adaptive t ype of halftoning 15, 1 6 , 1 7 . If the document was generated using a word processor, for example, then the resulting le typically contains information about the various types of data in di erent areas of the page. One can then apply the optimum rendering strategy accordingly. If the document has been digitally scanned from existing hardcopy archives, one must perform segmentation to separate out the text, image, and graphics regions. The same data-dependent rendering methods can then be applied.
Acknowledgment from Client to Server
As the printing of X proceeds, the progress is monitored, and an acknowledgment is sent to the server indicating that the required printing has been performed. This triggers the payment process, billing a charge to the user.
Conclusion
We h a v e proposed, constructed, and tested a secure printing system that allows a user to generate a speci ed number of hardcopies for a document, upon an agreed payment to the document owner. The security of our system resides in an aggregate of a communication protocol, smartcard technologies, and the computational infeasibility of breaking a public key cryptographic system. The secure printing system is useful in many business applications. One example is in trading valuable documents or images in which a user accesses the document server through the World Wide Web, and then purchases and generates hardcopies using a secure printer.
